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Frontis

A

candlestick, a goblet, a pearl arrow
pin, and pieces of a child’s tea set
are emblematic of the detective
work involved in researching the lives of my
female ancestors—ordinary women who lived
more than a century ago. The goblet and

candlestick are inscribed with dates and other
information telling us something of their
provenance, and the pin definitively dates
to Rebecca Moses (née Phillips), my greatgreat-great-grandmother, who wears it in her
portrait (page xii).
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FOREWORD

I

adore camellias and frequently use the
blooms as an excuse to bring out old family
things (page vi): a monogrammed damask
tablecloth from my mother, Charlotte Alexander
Weil; a silver bud vase from her mother, Julia
Moses Alexander; a cut-glass crystal decanter
from my father’s mother, Esther Roman Weil.
The decanter has the mark of Hawkes &
Company, from the “Brilliant” period of cut
glass in the United States (circa 1890 to preWorld War I). Although this item belonged to
Esther and I include it here, I want to use this
memoir to talk about my mother’s family.
My mother, ill with emphysema when she
turned 75 in 1989, found pleasure in talking
about our family history. She told the stories
in bits and pieces, as her limited breath and
stamina allowed, and over the course of four
years, I made notes on scraps of paper.
After she died in 1993, I gave a talk on
her life, highlighting her childhood in Atlanta,
Georgia, and her adult years in Montgomery,
Alabama, where I grew up. For the first time, I
looked at family documents and heirlooms my
mother had collected. A strong theme running
through my mother’s story was the family’s
pride in a history in the United States dating
back to the late 18th century. Much of her
information came from Notes on the Alexander
Family of South Carolina and Georgia, and their
connections, 1954, a volume privately published

by her Uncle Harry (Henry Aaron Alexander,
1874-1967). Only after I left my long-time
employment at Time-Life Books in 1995 did
I have time to delve into this material more
fully to appreciate how much my great-Uncle
Harry had collected.
An impetus for Harry’s research had been
an effort to establish his family’s eligibility for
membership in Daughters of the American
Revolution and Sons of the American
Revolution. Harry investigated this topic
primarily with one of his cousins, Hannah
Moses. For several years, beginning in 1926,
the two carried on a lively correspondence
to establish elements of their families’
genealogies.
As Harry and Hannah discovered,
Rebecca Moses’s father, Jacob Phillips, had
fought in the Revolution as a member of the
South Carolina Militia, thereby qualifying his
descendants for society membership.
When Harry’s son, my cousin Henry
Alexander, Jr., learned of my interest in our
family history, he invited me to visit him in
Eugene, Oregon, to search through his late
father’s files. Henry subsequently gave me
much of the collection itself. Always generous,
gracious, and a wealth of information, Henry
was also sympathetic to my keen desire to
understand how people lived and the texture
of their lives.
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Monogrammed family mementos saved and treasured through generations include: damask tablecloth (initials CWA
for my mother, Charlotte Alexander Weil); card-carrying case (initials SGR for Sarah Guggenheim Roman, my greatgrandmother and Roman Weil’s grandmother); silver platter (initials JMA for Julia Moses Alexander, my grandmother and
Charlotte Alexander Weil’s mother); watch fob (initials JIM for Judah Isaiah Moses, Charlotte Alexander Weil’s grandfather).
The watch fob contains photos of Adeline Lyons Moses and Levi Isaiah Moses, Judah Moses’ parents. So many names and
relationships to figure out and keep track of—for which Malcolm Stern’s genealogies are invaluable.
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INTRODUCTION

I

n researching my family, I was initially,
and most strongly, drawn to investigating
the lives of three antebellum southern
Jewish women: Rebecca Isaiah Moses
(née Phillips, 1792-1872), Eleanor Israel
Solomons (née Joseph, 1794-1856), and
Charlotte Joseph (1803-1883). Rebecca
became the main subject for this work after I
noticed that her name appeared three times
in my mother’s family tree.
My intent is to focus not on these
women’s unusual accomplishments but on
the ordinariness of their lives, as revealed
through what they left behind. As you will
see, the material legacy of each woman is
different, so they receive different treatments.
Rebecca’s narrative biography, for
example, emphasizes the practical business
aspects of her life. Charlotte, about whom
biographical material is sparse, exemplifies
the important role an unmarried aunt can
play in a family. A quilt she made for her
sister Eleanor is a physical legacy of her
devotion to family. Through this quilt we
learn about Eleanor’s sweetness, and slave
documents and mortgages of Eleanor’s
husband, Israel Solomons, broaden our view
into their lives.
Two of the women, Rebecca Moses and
Charlotte Joseph, exhibited a characteristic
known as ‘agency’ in the conduct of their
lives, actively participating in shaping
their own destinies. Certain aspects of
their lives thus did not match the publicly

espoused ideal for 19th-century Southern
women, namely that they inhabit a
“separate sphere”—largely domestic and
entirely apart—from the activities deemed
appropriate for men.
Yet during this period the lines between
domestic and business work were often
blurred. Both Rebecca and Charlotte were
businesswomen and slave owners whose
participation in mercantile affairs was
integral to the economic lives and financial
well-being of their families. In fact, the
combination of Southern gentility and
mercantile activities was fairly common for
southern Jewish women of the time. (Those
interested in a larger context for the lives
of these women should read Portion of the
People: 300 Years of Southern Jewish Life,
edited by Theodore Rosengarten and Dale
Rosengarten.)
In putting together this album I have
included objects that belonged to various
ancestors and descendants of these three
women. Most notable, perhaps, is Abraham
Isaacks’s Tallit (page 2), which I gave to
the American Jewish Historical Society; it
was the society’s icon for Jewish American
Heritage Month in May 2007. Other
material comes from public sources, but
much is from the private collection of Harry
Alexander and was given to me by his son,
Henry. I also include material that came to
me from my mother, Charlotte Alexander
Weil, and her brother, Cecil Alexander.
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“My Family Tree,” filled in by my mother, Charlotte Alexander Weil, shows Rebecca Phillips and Isaiah Moses as her great-,
great-grandparents on three “lines.” This chart intrigued me and energized my quest for family history.
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My usually meticulous mother did introduce one error, however. Eleanor Joseph’s death date should be 1856, not 1850.
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